It cannot be doubted that the efficiency is getting better from trip to trip, 6 students in this trip have successfully achieved the goals and push the project far more than before.

It was challenging for us to lead a group of students without experience to do a surveying work. Luckily, they all are committed and responsible, the surveying work is done smoothly and only interrupted by the bad weather in the middle. Their selflessness could be shown by the insistence on work after the rain. Soil was saturated and shoes were all on mud, still they stepped on and continued.

Another impressive moment is that children kept asking about our members in the first visit. In Jan this year, some members and me stayed in school for dinner after the meeting with principal and his child. We had fun with him and played a while table tennis. I think our members should be regularly visiting there for more than work. It could be service or teaching.

In a nutshell, this trip does show our improvement on work task and meeting with stakeholders. More efforts can be made after the construction project.